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Hoping to overturn the results of the 2020 Presidential election, pro-Trump rioters breached the U.S. Capitol in a display of force.
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TRUMP SUPPORTERS VIOLENTLY STORM
U.S. CAPITOL

By Quinn Novick

I

n a violent display of
force, pro-Trump rioters breached the U.S.
Capitol on January 6, 2021.
Their actions were likely motivated by President
Donald Trump’s rhetoric
that voter fraud plagued the
2020 Presidential Election
and thus rendered President-Elect Joe Biden’s victory illegitimate. Beyond
desecrating the hallowed
building by destroying
property, they attempted to
halt the counting of electoral ballots, which Vice
President Mike Pence presided over. A week after the
breach, the U.S. House of

Representatives voted 232197 to impeach President
Trump for “incitement of
insurrection,” marking the
first time a president was
impeached twice. Ten GOP
members voted against party lines to impeach the 45th
President, reflecting a burgeoning party divide.
To enter the Capitol,
protestors scaled walls,
smashed windows, and
used assault weapons, calling officers who defended the building “traitors.”
Members of the House
were forced to evacuate to
Fort McNair, a nearby military base, or shelter under
desks. Vice President Pence
was also removed from the

Chamber, as protestors objected to his counting of the
electoral votes; the phrase
“Hang Mike Pence” trended
on Twitter. The Maryland
police force, Virginia police,
and the National Guard assisted the Washington D.C.
police to quell the violence.
At approximately 3 p.m., an
armed standoff between police officers and protestors
occurred at the entrance to
the Senate chambers, after which the rioters were
cleared from the Capitol’s
floor. Police Chief Robert
Contee reported that one
woman was shot to death
during the removal of the
protestors, while two men
and one woman died from

sustained injuries. After
further violent altercations
between the police and
the protestors, the protestors were removed from
the Capitol at around 5:40
p.m., and at around 6 p.m.,
the violence dissipated. At
9:30 p.m., 52 rioters were
reported to have been arrested. Later, members of
the D.C. police force found
a pipe-bomb planted at the
headquarters of the Republican National Committee
and the Democratic National Committee. Law enforcement safely destroyed
the bombs.
CONtINUED as “Capitol Riots” ON
PAGE 4

ANT GROUP’S IPO HALTED LESS THAN 48
HOURS BEFORE ITS LISTING: WERE CHINESE
REGULATORS RIGHT TO DO SO?
By Neil Shen

J

ack Ma was one of
China’s most revered
businessmen.
The
co-founder of Chinese
technology giants Alibaba and Ant Group, Ma has
long been known for his
confidence and oratory. Yet,
as temporarily inspiring
as he might have been, his
shutterstock.com keynote speech last October
at the Bund Financial SumBillionaire Jack Ma, the co-founder and former executive chairman of
Alibaba Group, made his first public appearance in three months on January mit was a cataclysmic error
20, 2021.

given the ensuing plunge in
Alibaba’s stock price. The
20-minute speech spent
lambasting the Chinese financial sectors (whose regulations he deemed anachronistic and restrictive) has
led to a more than 30% decrease in share prices.
CONtINUED as “Ant’s Gambit” ON
PAGE 5
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JAPAN’S DIGITAL AGENCY TO ADDRESS
COVID-19 WOES
BY Frank Zhou

A

cross the globe, the
Covid-19 pandemic has
sent national governments scrambling to keep its
economies and essential services
operational—and few have encountered more difficulties than
Japanese Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga. Throughout 2020,
the Suga administration’s lack of
digital infrastructure exacerbated delays in pandemic relief and
fueled waves of infections and
international criticism. Japan’s
newly-formed National Digital
Agency, unveiled in September
2020, is Japan’s attempt to turn
the tide. The agency marks Suga’s explicit commitment to the
digitization of governmental
operations; in the pandemic era,
the new agency is an attempt to
save face and save lives.
Suga’s latest commitments
seek to overcome the Japanese
government ’s
decades-long
struggles to adopt digitized governmental operations and services. In 1997, Japan’s central
government district of Kasumigaseki suffered a disastrous
launch of its inter-agency telecommunications network: the
project proved a logistical nightmare after ministries employed
different computational systems
and struggled to standardize
communications. Japan again
found little luck in 2001, when
then-Prime Minister Ryutaro
Hashimoto sought to unify the
nation’s information technology
(IT) strategy by reorganizing the

Japanese Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga in December 2020, just days following the announcement of his new digital agency.

Ministry of International Trade
and Industry (MITI) and Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications (MPT). Hashimoto’s efforts ground to a halt following
a series of political clashes between the MITI and MP T. The
ensuing two decades have done
little to resolve similar political qualms: to this day, governmental control over the nation’s
IT strategy remains partitioned
between three ministries that
refuse to standardize agency operations. Even before Covid-19,
inefficiency abounded.
This political discordance
within the Japanese government
crippled national digitization
strategies while concurrent efforts flourished elsewhere in
Asia. At the onset of the pandemic, lagging digital government services left Japan
struggling as the digital infrastructure of Taiwan and South
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Japanese Research Institute reported that just 12% of the nation’s administrative transactions
occurred online. On September
17, 2020, Suga announced the
formation of a digital agency
aimed to compensate for its lagging digitization, ordering IT
experts and Minister for Digital
Transformation Takuya Hirai to
expedite preparations and administrative appointments. Suga’s announcement outlined a
collaborative enterprise between
bureaucrats and the private sector—an agency aimed at “the
next generation” in both organization and mission. By positioning the project as a prime project of his administration, Suga
articulated the Japanese government ’s renewed commitment
to the digital modernization in
which it has long been lacking.
So far, Hirai has delivered. On
December 13, 2020, Hirai announced the hiring of more than
500 engineers and technology
experts as a part of the inaugural cohort of the digital administration. In an effort to expedite
the transition to digitized government services and operations,
Hirai has directed the engineers
and experts to enter directly into
the Japanese bureaucracy rather
than through private contractors. Hirai has echoed Suga’s
urgency: “it ’s now or never,” the
minister affirmed in a 2020 interview with Financial Times,
citing the pandemic as a chief
impetus for Suga’s resolve. The
impetus for engineers and technology experts? Career development. In Hirai’s words, “we want
people to go in and out—we
want a spell in the digital agency
to be a boost for someone’s career in the private sector.”
But engineers aren’t the only
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ones eyeing the new digital
agency as an avenue for professional development; Suga’s political career is also at stake. In
his zealous urgency towards the
initiative, Suga likely hopes to
fast track the digitization of the
Japanese government before his
tenure as Prime Minister ends
in September 2021. Digitization seems poised to become a
crowning achievement in Suga’s
political legacy.
Political and professional intentions aside, Japan’s recent
strides towards digital optimi-

The agency marks
Suga’s explicit
commitment to
the digitization of
governmental
operations; in the
pandemic era, the
new agency is an
attempt to save
face and save lives.
zation address a much more immediate constituency: a Japanese
populace ailing from economic
fallout and pandemic mismanagement. With expedited governmental operations and services, Japan hopes to join a host
of Asian Countries whose digital savvy greatly expedited their
pandemic response. But ideally,
its modernizing effects will remain long after face masks and
travel bans are the global reality.
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PRISON, POPULIST, PRESIDENT:
SADYR JAPAROV’S RISE TO POWER IN
KYRGYZSTAN

By Lorelei McCampbell

S

adyr Japarov was officially elected as President of
Kyrgyzstan on January 10,
2021, winning 80% of the vote
in an election that saw a meager 40% voter turnout. Japarov’s
sudden rise to the presidency is
a shock to many—just months
earlier, he was serving an 11.5year prison sentence for kidnapping. Though Japarov’s plans of
extreme economic and political reform bring hope to many
Kyrgyz people, the new president has begun following in the
footsteps of past corrupt Kyrgyz
leaders.
Japarov ’s political career began
in 2005 after the Tulip Revolution, which forced then-President Askay Akayev to resign and
flee the country. Japarov was a
supporter of the newly elected
President Kurmanbek Bakiyev
and headed the National Agency for the Prevention of Corruption under Bakiyev from 2008 to
2010.
In 2013, Japarov became the
leader of a movement to nationalize the Kumtor gold mine.
The open-pit gold mining site
is owned by a Canadian mining company and is located in
Japarov ’s native region. Japarov
accused the Canadian company of environmental violations
and corruption. Japarov began
to hold protests that were more
radical than those of the past. At
one rally, Japarov’s supporters
locked a local governor, Emilbek
Kaptagaev, in a car. Authorities
decried this act as kidnapping,
and a lawsuit followed.
After this incident, Japarov
left Kyrgyzstan and spent the
next three years traveling between Russia, Cyprus, Turkey,
and Kazakhstan. After gaining
supporters in rural and impoverished areas through his attempt
to nationalize the Kumtor mine,

Japarov used his travel to support Kyrgyz migrant workers
ignored by the country ’s government, thereby widening his
base. Roughly 1 million Kyrgyz
people work abroad, but they
largely live in poor conditions,
face harsh discrimination, and
have no support from their home
country. Japarov’s sudden interest and care quickly gained him
many followers.
In 2017, Japarov returned to
Kyrgyzstan with the understanding that he would be immediately imprisoned. To many
Kyrgyz people, this was the act
of martyrdom—Japarov was a
victim, just as they had been, of
the corrupt, elite politicians who
ran their country.
Japarov struggled psychologically during his three years in
prison, having a failed suicide
attempt and losing his parents
and son. But he also gained an
increasingly passionate group of
supporters. Behind bars, Japarov
penned political theories and aspirations for his country. As his
writings circulated among his
supporters, their dedication to
him bloomed. Japarov’s political values aimed to return Kazakhstan to its roots, promote
the wellbeing of its populace,
and restore pride—values which
aligned with the overwhelmingly
underrepresented rural Kazakh
people.
The Kyrgyzstan Parliamentary
Elections were held on October
4, 2020. President Sooronbay
Jeenbekov sought reelection, but
his announcement of constitutional reform earlier in the year
led to a decrease in popularity.
Of the many parties running,
several were accused of election fraud. Jeenbekov won the
election, and within the coming
days, allegations of vote-buying
fueled violent protests. Protests
gained control of a square in
central Bishkek and seized mul-
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tiple government buildings. As
protesters pillaged, Sadyr Japarov’s supporters broke him and
several other politicians out of
prison.
Within a day, Prime Minister
Kubatbek Bornov resigned, and
Japarov was appointed to fill the
vacancy. While many lawmakers
are questioning Japarov ’s legitimacy, Japarov himself claimed
he was already “the legitimate
prime minister” and that he had
been appointed by the “parliament ’s majority.” On October
15, Jeenbekov resigned as president in an attempt to quell the
violence. Japarov, who was Prime
Minister, declared himself acting president.
In January, an official election propelled Japarov to a landslide victory and prompted him
to announce constitutional reform. The reform was supported due to the extreme trust of
Japarov’s supporters. A draft of
the reformed constitution decreed that the president would
have the power to appoint and
dismiss members of the government, chairman of state committees, and head of executive bodies. The ability to propose and
approve bills consolidated this
presidential authority; the president held all executive powers.
80% of voters approved this constitutional reform, likely due to
the majority of voters turning
out to support Japarov and believing that he will reform the
constitution for the good of the
people.
While many Kyrgyz people
are pleased to see Japarov at
the helm of their government,
to many activists and lawyers,
his victory can only mean harm.
Japarov has already concentrated
government power into his own
hands at the expense of the law.
Although Japarov has expressed
his disdain for populists in the
past, Saniya Toktogazieva, a
Kyrgyz expert in constitutional
law, has labeled Japarov ’s tactics
“the standard populistic tools
that have been used by popular
leaders… he plays on people’s
emotion and does not back his
claims with any facts.”
Kyrgyzstan had historically suffered a pattern of unrest
following constitutional reform
instituted by the President —as
was the case in both 2005 and
2010 when national protests
prompted the resignation of the
presidency. Japarov ’s presidency
is off to an ill-fated beginning.
Experts worry that Japarov ’s decision of extreme constitutional
reform will result in severe consequences — something a country with an unstable democracy
and extreme division can not afford.

JUST THE
FACTS
WIKILEAKS
FOUNDER
DENIED BAIL
By MAX BOESH-Powers
London judge ruled last
Wednesday not to release Wikileaks founder Julian Assange on bail. The
49-year-old was deemed a risk
for fleeing the jurisdiction by
the judge, who cited a 2012 incident where Assange skipped
bail to avoid previous extradition proceedings in Sweden.
Assange is currently incarcerated at a London prison where
he awaits the result of his extradition case. If extradited,
Assange would face 17 counts
of infringing upon the Espionage Act and an additional
charge for conspiring to hack a
government computer.
Judge Vanessa Baraitser’s ruling denied Assange’s bail request on the grounds that the
Wikileaks founder is at extreme
risk of suicide, rendering formal extradition impossible. In
the ruling, Judge Bataitser stated that “[extradition] would be
unjust and oppressive by reason
of Mr. Assange’s mental condition,” pointing to the inadequate, abusive conditions he
would most likely be held under in a United States prison.
While Judge Bataitser believes
he would be given a fair trial
in the U.S., she ruled that the
risk of suicide in a U.S. prison
would be too great to justify an
extradition. As it stands, lawyers for the U.S. government
continue to appeal Baraitser’s
decision and fight to have Assange appear in court on U.S.
soil.
Julian Assange’s legal troubles began back in 2010, when
his whistle-blowing website,
Wikileaks, published a video
showing a U.S. military helicopter attack in Iraq that killed
18 civilians. That same year,
the website published hundreds of thousands of classified documents leaked by former U.S. Army intelligence
analyst Chelsea Manning. The
documents revealed unreported mass casualties in Afghanistan and Iraq, among other war
atrocities. Later on, in August
2010, Assange was accused of
rape in Sweden but fled the
country and received asylum in
Ecuador’s London embassy beginning in 2012. In 2017, when
a new president took office in
Ecuador, Assange’s relationship
with the country deteriorated,
his asylum was revoked, and
Assange was arrested by London police in 2017. Now, the
49-year-old remains incarcerated in London as two countries continue to dispute the location of his incarceration and
trial.
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THE GODFATHER RETURNS HOME: AN ACT OF
U.S.-MEXICO DIPLOMACY COMPLICATES THE
FIGHT AGAINST DRUG CARTELS

By Amber Ting

O

n October 15, General Salvador Cienfuegos
Zepeda, former Mexican
National Defense Minister under President Enrique Peña Nieto
from 2012 to 2018, was detained
at the Los Angeles International Airport. Though the United
States government later dropped
the charges against Zepeda, his
detention engendered disastrous,
long-term implications for the
U.S.-Mexico war on drugs.
Zepeda was arrested on four
counts of drug trafficking and
money laundering. He was accused of working as a part of the
H-2, or the Beltrán-Leyva Cartel, under the alias “El Padrino”
or “The Godfather.” According
to prosecutors, Zepeda warned
cartel members about U.S. investigations and took protection
money—directing military operations toward H-2 rivals—while
serving under President Nieto. Prosecutors also say he introduced H-2 cartel leaders to
government officials willing to
sell information. He pleaded not
guilty to all charges.
The H-2 cartel was found in
2008. It has been accused of trafficking hundreds of firearms and
shipping cocaine, heroin, methamphetamine, and marijuana
into New York, North Carolina,
Minnesota, Ohio, Las Vegas, and
Los Angeles. Members split from
the Sinaloa cartel run by Mexican drug lord Joaquín “El Chapo”
Guzmán. Direct testimony from
Guzmán during his New York
trial implicated Zepeda.
Zepeda was detained for one
month before former U.S. Attorney General William Barr
and Mexico Attorney General

Alejandro Manero issued a joint
statement saying that the U.S.
Department of Justice dismissed
all charges with the intention that
Mexican law enforcement investigate and, if deemed apt, charge
Zepeda. Then, he was returned
to Mexico, according to Barr, “in
recognition of the strong law enforcement partnership between
Mexico and the United States,
and in the interests of demonstrating our united front against
all forms of criminality.”
According to the U.S. Department of Justice, evidence of
Zepeda’s involvement in criminal activities has been provided
to Mexican government officials.
An investigation is currently ongoing. However, it will ultimately
be the Mexican Attorney General who will decide whether or
not Zepeda gets charged. There
is currently no warrant for his arrest.
Zepeda is the highest-ranking Mexican security official to
be arrested on drug trafficking
charges since 2019. In December, Genaro García Luna, former
Public Security Secretary under
President Felipe Calderón from
2006 to 2012, was accused of taking millions of dollars in protection money from El Chapo.
In Mexico, the arrest of Zepeda
and Luna tarnished the Mexican
military’s image as an anti-cartel
establishment. Previously, as soldiers helped with infrastructure
projects and distributed medical
supplies during the coronavirus
pandemic, the military had been
viewed in a largely favorable
light.
The Secretary of Defense is in
charge of deploying soldiers to
regions overrun by crime. Nota-

bly, Zepeda is the
first in his role to
be arrested. Prior to his arrest,
he was viewed as
a key player in
the U.S.-Mexico
war on drugs. In
2017, a law authorizing
military involvement
in domestic law
enforcement activities cemented
his role in the war
on drugs, despite
various protests
from UN-affiliated humanitarian
groups about soldiers perpetuating extrajudicial
killings or using excessive force.
That same year, the U.S. Department of Defense even awarded
Zepeda a William J. Perry Award
for Excellence in Security and
Defense Education.
Mexican President Andrés
Manuel López Obrador was reportedly upset because he was
not pre-informed about the arrest by the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA). As
a result, he sent a national security bill to Mexico’s Congress that
required foreign officials, including DEA agents, to share intelligence gathered in Mexico with
the Mexican government. The
law also stripped said officials
of diplomatic immunity. On December 15, legislators approved
that law.
Critics maintain that the law
will lead to corrupt government
officials leaking information to
criminal groups, complicating
the war on drugs. Indeed, the law
was probably what U.S. officials
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had been trying to avoid in returning Zepeda. In December,
Barr released a statement saying
the law would “benefit the violent transnational criminal organisations and other criminals
that [the U.S. and Mexico] are
jointly fighting.”
Unfortunately, it appears as
if U.S. officials detained Zepeda too quickly, without warning
their Mexican counterparts, and
released him too late. Perhaps
Obrador sent the bill to re-write
U.S.-Mexico relations in preparation for a new administration.
December’s events will impact
how President-elect Joe Biden
addresses the U.S.-Mexico war
on drugs. A more human-rights
based approach, in line with
base democratic values, would
most certainly run contrary to
past actions. After all, the United States’ release of Zepeda had
basically guaranteed his freedom.
If the war on drugs is to continue, compromises will have to be
made by both administrations.

CAPITOL RIOTS

Continued From Page 1

M

embers of Congress returned to the Capitol
at around 8 p.m. Vice
President Pence certified the results of the 2020 election early
on January 7. His actions went
against Trump’s behest, therefore carving a dramatic cleavage
and marking a sharp turn from
his tendency to consistently
vouch for the President.
On January 7, Trump called for
an “orderly transition” of power.
Yet his statement was marred by
a video Trump released on Twitter during the Capitol breach.
Though he urged the rioters to
“go home now” because “we have
to have peace, we have to have
law and order,” sympathetic undertones pervaded the video,

indicating a failure to unequivocally condemn what transpired.
For example, beyond telling the
rioters, “ We love you, you’re very
special,” he continued to fan the
flames of political polarization
by reiterating that the “landslide
election” was “stolen from us.”
The fact that members of
“Proud Boys,” a far-right extremist group, were present at
President Trump’s “Save America March” before the storming
of the Capitol raises concerns
over the implications and legacy of America’s history with
white supremacy. For example,
a man, later identified as Kevin Seefried, marched with the
Confederate flag in the Capitol
during the riot. According to
William Blair, professor emeritus of history at Penn State,

Thirteen people were charged in federal court for inciting violence in the riot.

“ The Confederate flag made it
deeper into Washington on January 6, 2021, than it did during
the Civil War.” Moreover, symbols of anti-semitism penetrated the building; a protestor was
pictured wearing a shirt that
read “Camp Auschwitz.” Others
were seen wearing a red “Q” on
their apparel, believed by experts
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to be promoting QAnon, a deeply anti-Semitic group.
There have been reports of
planned armed protests at all 50
U.S. State Capitals. The police
and military have tightened security in light of the possibility
of armed insurrection on January
20, President-Elect Joe Biden’s
inauguration day.
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times. In other words, a market bubble would have formed.
In the Chinese market, this
phenomenon is relatively common; Chinese semiconductor
producer SMIC’s share prices
tripled in value on the first day
of trading this July, but by SepContinued From Page 1
tember had shed over 60% of its
he decision to list the share price. A similar situation
world’s largest public of- for Ant would have spelled difering in Shanghai and saster for retail investors around
Hong Kong—but not in New the country, especially since inYork—was supposed to signify vestors often rely on high levera crucial decoupling from the age to bid for shares. In advance
American capital market and of the expected IPO, some brothe company itself, which offers kers offered up to 95% leverage,
loans and services to lower-in- meaning 95% of the bid would
come citizens with less collat- be financed as margin loans. It
eral, was regarded as convenient is not hard to see the risk this
and accessible. Everything was posed.
Moreover, there exists a pressin place for state news to propagandize the success story. While ing issue about Ant ’s business
Ma’s critiques at the Bund Sum- model. Although Ant Group has
mit were certainly scathing (he many platforms, a large chunk
had called the financial sector an of its business revolves around
“old people’s club” and accused offering loans to small consumChinese banks of having a tech- ers and businesses. The loans
nologically illiterate “pawnshop are then underwritten by other
mentality ”), few onlookers ex- banks, who purchase the debt
pected such a radical response. security (and therefore bear the
In the week or so between Ma’s losses if the consumer fails to
speech at the summit and the of- repay the loan) in return for inficial announcement to postpone terest payments. In the process,
Ant ’s IPO, Alibaba’s share pric- Ant essentially acts as an interes remained steady. Although mediary—and in doing so, incur
decrying Chinese authoritarian- minimal risk. In fact, The Wall
ism is often tempting, let us first Street Journal reports that of
consider some other potential the $312 billion in outstanding
options for the regulators’ sud- loans made through Ant ’s platform at the end of last June, a
den response.
One could reasonably make mere 2% were funded with Ant
the argument that concerns over Group’s own capital. The rest
Ant ’s business structure were le- were backed by traditional banks
gitimately urgent enough to halt and securities, who rely on Ant ’s
its IPO and warrant a more de- automated analytics to detertailed investigation. News of the mine whether to give applicants
IPO generated massive consum- the loan. This reliance is daner interest, and roughly $2.8 tril- gerous because Ant Group itself
lion worth of shares were ordered has little short-term motivation
just from retail (non-profession- to ensure the quality of the loans
al) investors alone, exceeding it grants. Although, in this case,
the shares on offer by over 870 the tenor is generally shorter and

T

S

reserve requirements.
Cowed by regulators, Ant
Group reported on January 15
that it would establish a working
group to develop a “rectification
programme” in order to meet targets set by state officials. While
it promised to ensure that its operations and services will remain
fully functional throughout the
process, major changes seem imminent for the company ’s internal structure. Most crucially for
the company, state spokesmen
announced that some of Ant
Group’s many business branches would need to be regulated as
financial institutions rather than
as technology platforms, which
subjects them to extra scrutiny.
This bodes ill for the company,
as this means that the aforementioned law regarding loan
financing will also likely pass—
Chinese judicial processes often
take place behind closed doors.
Moreover, the government also
announced plans to curtail the
influence of other consumer finance companies. In the coming
months, spokesmen declared,
other financial technology companies will be evaluated and may
face penalties ranging from verbal disapproval to nationalization.
The implications of Jack Ma’s
twenty-minute speech are far
from over.

ZOE CHOW

SOUTH KOREA’S 2020 POPULATION DECLINE
PORTENDS ECONOMIC ADVERSITIES

This snowballing population decline portends a long-term crisis
outh Korea’s 2020 census for Asia’s fourth-largest econodata reported a disturb- my.
ing anomaly on January 4.
Researchers have warned for
The East Asian nation posted years that South Korea would
a negative population growth experience a rapid population
for the first time in its histo- decline facilitated by a multiry. The country—which already tude of factors. According to
holds the world’s lowest fertility the Bank of Korea, the ongoing
rate—recorded 307,764 deaths
and 275,800 births in the past Covid-19 pandemic has had “a
year, marking a decline in the negative impact on the nation’s
birth rate from 2019 by over marriage and birth rate, lead10%. Statistics forecast that by ing to an acceleration of aging
2066, the South Korean popu- in the population.” Secondly,
lation will drop from its current an emerging social phenome50.8 million to 37.9 million, a non titled “The Sampo Gensize similar to its population in eration” has seen young people
1980. Overall, Korea has sur- forgo courtship, marriage, and
passed Japan to become the children in favor of economic
world’s foremost “super-aging” prosperity. Particularly discoursociety, with the largest por- aging is the economic pressure
tion of its population consisting
of those in and above their 50s. of raising a child for prospective
By Mia Xiao

the size of the loan smaller, the
process brings to mind the 2008
subprime mortgage crisis that
led to an economic recession.
Nevertheless, the move is likely to be at least in part politically
motivated—all regulatory bodies had approved Ant Group’s
IPO by mid-October last year.
More concerningly, the typically flamboyant Jack Ma has not
been seen since the Bund summit, fanning speculations about
his disappearance when he did
not show up for a scheduled appearance on a TV show he created. China has a history of punishing dissenting businessmen:
several high-profile business tycoons such as Xiao Jianhua, Guo
Guangchang, and Ren Zhiqiang
have been detained or sentenced
for various transgressions. For
example, Ren was sentenced to
18 years in prison after publicly
criticizing the party ’s response
to the Covid-19 pandemic. Although it is pointless to speculate about his three-month-long
disappearance, he would be far
from the only individual to receive such treatment.
It is unclear how long Ant
Group will take to recover from
the halted IPO. Its valuation
has been slashed by almost half,
and a new bill proposed in November would force Ant to finance 30% of the loans it offers.
By contrast, the DoddFrank Act enacted in
the wake of the 2008 recession only mandates a
5% capital requirement.
If passed, this would
massively reduce Ant
Group’s profitability and
transform it from a technology company offering
financial services, which
it has repeatedly branded
itself as, to a traditional
bank with more stringent

parents, including high real estate prices and private education
costs. Many South Korean women have begun to gravitate away
from sexist cultural values that
expect women to balance familial responsibilities with work. As
a result, South Korea falls below
the replacement level sufficient
to stabilize the population without immigration.
South Korea’s falling birthrate
is one of its most vexing economic hurdles, according to the
Bank of Korea Governor Lee
Ju-yeol. While a 2020 study by
the Korea University revealed
that the majority of South Korean “baby boomers,” or those
born after the Korean War, will
retire within a decade, the low
replacement rates do not ensure
enough young workers to substi-

tute for the retired. With these
labor vacancies left unfilled, the
nation’s labor shortage gap will
continue to widen in the future.
Indeed, the number of employed
persons in South Korea declined
for the tenth consecutive month
in December—a 2.3% decline
year-on-year—based on data
from Statistics Korea. Meanwhile, a growing population of
retired workers has placed increased pressure on government
spending. Many are demanding
changes in current pensions and
healthcare systems. Without
adequate government resources
and welfare, South Korea’s suicide rate of citizens over the age
of 65 ranks among the highest
in the world.
CONtINUED PAGE 5
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ogether, labor shortages, higher welfare spending, and lower revenue are
substantial issues that spell out
a long-term economic crisis,
threatening budget deficits in
government spending as well as
declines in economic growth.
In response, the South Korean government has scrambled to
turn the tide with issued inducement packages. Since 2006, the
government has spent $135.65
billion in subsidies to promote
the fertility rate. The latest of
a series of policies launched by
President Moon Jae-in’s special committee offers a monthly
package of 300,000 won ($274)
for families with newborns up to
the age of one, starting in 2022.
The government also will offer 1
million won ($916) of “congratulatory allowances’’ to pregnant
women.
The financial perks, however,
have failed to boost birth rates in

the past and neglected to address
societal gender inequalities.
South Korea is the worst place
to work for women in countries
included in the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD), despite
women ranking among the top
organizations for being the best
educated and more highly so
than men. Since 2019, President
Moon, a self-proclaimed feminist, has turned his attention
squarely to gender inequality.
South Korea released new plans
to remove several disincentives
for employing women, such as
allowing both parents to take parental leave simultaneously and
for longer periods. New fertility
treatments also prioritize single
women and unmarried couples.
While the falling birthrate
in South Korea spells economic difficulties for one of the
world’s largest economies, other
developed countries face similar problems. Twenty countries,

including Japan and Germany,
have struggled with negative
population growth since 2019.
Like South Korea, some countries have planted financial incentives in attempts to promote
childbirth, while others have
relied on immigration to compensate. The impacts of the lat-

GRACE WANG

ter, however, are short-lived. As
more countries turn to face falling birthrates without effective
solutions, labor shortages, and
a diminishing tax base will pose
threats to economies around the
world.
South Korea’s 2020 census is
only the beginning.

JUST THE FACTS: THE DAWN OF THE BIDEN-HARRIS
ADMINISTRATION
By Frank Zhou

this cause,” said Biden. In the
hours following the inauguralanked by family and face
tion, Biden took several execmasks on the morning
utive actions, such as halting
of January 20, 2021, Joconstruction of former Presseph Biden and Kamala Harris
ident Donald Trump’s border
were respectively sworn into the
wall with Mexico and re-joinPresidency and Vice Presidency
ing the Paris climate accords,
of the United States. The cerethat challenged Trump’s legacy.
monies marked many firsts: Vice
The inauguration came just
President Harris is the first fetwo weeks after insurrectionmale, black, and South Asian to
ists stormed the very Capitol
hold the nation’s second-highgrounds that hosted the inauest office, and poet-activist
guration day ceremonies and
Amanda Gorman, the first ever
just one day after the United
National Youth Poet Laureate,
States exceeded 400,000 deaths
became the youngest inaugural
attributed to the Covid-19
poet in history.
pandemic. President Biden was
In his inaugural speech, Biden
inaugurated in the shadow of
focused on the daunting task of
not just the capitol dome, but
unifying a fractured America.
also those of a pandemic, racial
“ Today, on this January day, my
injustice, and domestic terrorwhole soul is in this—bringism. Only time will tell if his
ing American people together,
presidency can be the light at
uniting our nation, and I ask
the end of the tunnel.
every American to join me in

F

“DEMOCRACY
HAS
PREVAILED”
shutterstock.com

“At the center of this heritage
is also a robust belief in free expression, free speech, and open
debate. Only if we forget who
we are, and how we got here,
could we ever allow political
censorship and blacklisting to
take place in America. It ’s not
even thinkable. Shutting down
free and open debate violates
our core values and most enduring traditions. In America, we don’t insist on absolute
conformity or enforce rigid orthodoxies and punitive speech
codes. We just don’t do that.
America is not a timid nation
of tame souls who need to be
sheltered and protected from
those with whom we disagree.
That ’s not who we are. It will
never be who we are.”

“This, I hope, will be our greatest legacy: Together, we put the American people back in charge of
our country. We restored self-government. We restored the idea that in America no one is forgotten, because everyone matters and everyone has a
voice.”

QUOTES FROM
FORMER PRESIDENT
DONALD TRUMP’S
DEPARTURE SPEECH
“ We are, and must always be, a land of hope,
of light, and of glory to all the world. This
is the precious inheritance that we must
safeguard at every single turn.”

“As the world’s most powerful
nation, America faces constant
threats and challenges from
abroad. But the greatest danger we
face is a loss of confidence in ourselves, a loss of confidence in our
national greatness. A nation is only
as strong as its spirit. We are only
as dynamic as our pride. We are only
as vibrant as the faith that beats
in the hearts of our people.”
“Four years ago, I came to Washington as
the only true outsider ever to win the
presidency. I had not spent my career as
a politician, but as a builder looking at
open skylines and imagining infinite possibilities. I ran for President because I knew
there were towering new summits for
America just waiting to be scaled. I knew
the potential for our nation was boundless as long as we put America first.”
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UNCHARTED WATERS: IRAN SEIZES
SOUTH KOREAN TANKER AND CREW AMIDST
TENSE SANCTION NEGOTIATIONS
By Michael Hlavaty

banks held due to
n the Persian Gulf, Iranian U.S. sanctions. Acforces seized a South Kore- cording to Mohaman tanker in the waters off mad Javad Zarif,
Oman on January 5, plunging Iran’s Foreign Afthe countries’ diplomatic rela- fairs Minister, Iran
tions into uncharted waters.
wants the frozen
The chemical tanker Hankuk funds to lighten
Chemi carrying 7,200 tonnes the burden of the
of ethanol was sailing through Covid-19 pandemWestern Asia when armed Iran’s ic. However, a U.S.
Revolutionary Guards captured State Department
the vessel. Following a ten to representative stattwenty-minute warning from ed, “The regime
the Iranian authorities, the ship continues to threatwas boarded, and communica- en
navigational
tion between the ship and its rights and freedoms
company, the DM Shipping Co., in the Persian Gulf
was severed. South Korea’s for- as part of a clear ateign ministry reported the ship tempt to extort the
had 20 crew members aboard, international comshutterstock.com
including nationals of South munity into relievOil tankers frequently visit the Strait of Hormuz, home to 20% of the world’s oil production.
Korea, Vietnam, Myanmar, and ing the pressure of
Indonesia. According to a crew sanctions.”
level (20%) is not enough to cre- officials, including the Deputy
member who met with a South
Hankuk Chemi’s capture is not ate a bomb, raising levels from Prime Minister and Minister of
Korean diplomat based in Iran, without precedent, yet the tank- the current 20 to 90% purity is a Economy, about this issue, and
he and the other 19 sailors were er’s seizure poses broader impli- lesser effort, which is sufficient they promised assistance and
not suffering any mistreatment cations for international trade as to produce bomb-grade fuel.
cooperation, which unfortufrom the authorities. The tank- it represents the culmination of
Iran denied that they cap- nately were not realized.” Feeler and crew remain in custody a pattern. For example, in July tured the ship for political rea- ing frustrated and betrayed, Iran
at the port city of Bandar Abbas 2019, Iran captured a British sons. Iranian Foreign Ministry will not be indifferent towards
near the Strait of Hormuz. The oil tanker, claiming the vessel spokesman Saeed Khatibzadeh this issue.
United States and South Korean flouted “international maritime stated, “According to initial reOn January 10, a South Kogovernment demanded Iran to rules.” Two months later, Iran ports by local officials, it is rean diplomatic delegation arrelease the tanker immediately.
released the tanker after a se- purely a technical matter and the rived in Iran to negotiate the
Though the narrative the Ira- ries of tensions arose between ship was taken to shore for pull- release of their tanker and crew.
nian media promulgate is that the United States, Saudi Arabia, ing the sea.” Despite carrying A spokesman from the South
and Iran following a supposed an abundance of chemicals, the Korean Foresign Ministry, Choi
Iranian attack on a Saudi oil tanker, on the other hand, denies Young-sam, said “Our goal is an
early release of the ship and its
facility. Moreover, located near any sort of pollution.
Though the narrative the Persian Gulf is the Strait of News outlets connected with crew… the Iranian diplomatHormuz. Beyond connecting the Iran’s Revolutionary Guards, ic authorities have also made it
the Iranian media
Persian Gulf with the Gulf of however, printed front-page clear to us that they will coopOman, a fifth of the world’s oil headlines the next day linking erate with us for an early resopromulgate is that
travels through the narrow strait. the seizure of the ship to the fro- lution of this issue.” The situaHankuk Chemi was Throughout the past 60 years, zen funding negotiations with tion will also be discussed later
the Strait of Hormuz has been South Korea. A headline in the this month during the planned
seized because it was a point of international con- newspaper Vatan Emrooz said, visit to Tehran by the Vice Forflict after countries such as Iran “ We captured the thieves,” while eign Minister, Choi Jung-Kun,
captured international ships or the Tasnim News Agency called during which they are expected
overly polluting
even closed down the strait from it “A clean response to revenue to address the frozen funds.
the gulf, the timing foreign activity. Slowed inter- thieves.” Iran’s deputy foreign
national shipping in the region minister Abbas Araghchi said
of the seizure
would have dangerous econom- South Korean banks have ilic effects worldwide, potentially legally blocked Iran’s currency
warrants further
for nearly two and a half years,
causing oil prices to spike.
citing a fear of U.S. sanctions:
Through
Iran’s
2015
Nuclear
The Revere is online at
consideration.
Deal, the U.S. lifted sanctions in “ This action [by South Korea],
http://the-revere.com
return for Iran significantly re- which is only surrender to randucing its nuclear work. When som demand from the U.S., is
Hankuk Chemi was seized be- the United States withdrew in not acceptable, and naturally,
Follow us on Instagram
cause it was overly polluting 2018, however, the sanctions the expansion of relations [be@theandoverrevere
the gulf, the timing of the sei- were reinstated. Since then, tween Tehran and Seoul] would
zure warrants further consider- Iran has retaliated by break- be meaningful only when this
ation. It appears that the Irani- ing the deal’s restrictions. Last problem is solved.”
SUBSCRIBE
ans sought to gain leverage over week, Iran raised uranium enOther than South Korea, Iran
Seoul before the South Korean richment levels to 20% at one of has been able to access resources
theandovererevere@
Vice Foreign Minister and dele- their key underground nuclear in other countries despite U.S.
gmail.com
gation arrived in Iran for nego- facilities, Fordo. The recent in- sanctions. Furthermore, accordtiations. The discussion’s agen- crease brings the country only a ing to Abdolnaser Memmati, the
da focused on the possibility technical step away from weap- Governor of the Central Bank
that South Korea would release ons-grade purity levels of 90%. of Iran, “A year and a half ago,
Iran’s 7 billion dollars Korean Although fuel enriched at that I had talks with South Korean
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PROTECTION OF NATIVE AMERICAN HERITAGE HINGES
ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE MOVEMENT
THE INDIGENOUS ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE FIGHT: As Indigenous leaders are becoming increasingly prominent in the public sector, Native Americans are fighting to protect their
land from further harm and raising popular attention towards climate injustice.

C

ongresswoman Deb Haaland of New Mexico is a
rising star in the indigenous community. As a tireless advocate for environmental
justice policy and a member of
the Pueblo of Laguna tribe, her
nomination as the Secretary of
Interior for the incoming Biden
administration has been a major
win for proponents of her cause
and a source of excitement for
Native Americans across the
country. If confirmed, she will
be the first indigenous person
to hold her position or any cabinet-secretary position in America’s history. Haaland’s role as
the Interior Secretary includes
the oversight of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, which regulates
land and resource designations
for native lands and reserves.
The department has a strained
relationship with native tribes
because of a history of abusing
and dispossessing Native Americans through a series of land
grabs and treaty violations, a relationship that Haaland not only
recognizes but intends to mend
through legislative action. In her
nomination acceptance speech,
she remarked, “I’ll be fierce for
all of us, for our planet, and all
of our protected land.”
Indigenous communities are

addressing the pressing climate
issue on two main fronts: legislation and grass-roots community organizing. Native leaders
are going to extensive lengths for
their climate justice efforts to attract public attention. Between
the Native water protectors risking their lives at Standing Rock
and the Kanaka Maoli defending
their sacred land at Mauna Kea,
Native Americans and activists of
color are undoubtedly the fierce
leaders of the climate movement.
The importance of Haaland’s
department has only elevated in
recent weeks, as President Trump
ordered the Bureau of Land
Management, a branch of the
Interior Department, to auction
off oil and gas leases for drilling
in Alaska’s Wildlife Refuge. This
decision drew large amounts of
global outrage, garnering millions of signatures in online petitions to urge for the protection
of the refuge. Oil drilling will
cause irreparable damage to the
nation’s largest previously unspoiled natural habitat and ecosystem. It is essential for hosting
hundreds of endangered animal
species, like polar bears, and is
home to many Native Alaskans
and Indigenous Americans who
are culturally and economically
dependent on the cultivation of

these sacred lands. Still, the auction moved forward, and on January 6, only a few weeks before
President-elect Biden’s inauguration, thousands of acres were sold
to oil companies as Trump’s latest
and final pursuit of environmental rollbacks and land acquisition.
Now, Native American activists are directing their attention
towards Biden. They urge him
to repeal the 2017 law, signed by
Trump, that not only sanctions
but requires the federal government to auction off several hundred thousand more acres of oil
drilling in the refuge by 2024.
Republican lawmakers have rallied for decades to open the 1.3
million-acre Arctic Refuge for oil
drilling, which environmentalists
and conservationists countered at
each attempt. With the Democrats gaining control of the Senate during the January runoffs
this year, the new administration,
under the direction of Haaland,
has a real chance to overturn the
law and any other Arctic energy
projects that threaten the livelihood of indigenous people.
But federal mandated oil drilling and “fossil fuel racism” isn’t
new. Native activists have been
fighting for generations to survive against the colonist exploitation of their heritage and

shutterstock.com

Rep. Deb Haaland (NM-D), nominated for Sec. of Interior, in 2020.

By Emma Jing
natural resources. In 2016, the
Dakota Access Pipeline protests
gripped international headlines
as thousands of Native Americans and Standing Rock Sioux
Tribe members bravely opposed
the construction of an oil pipeline through the Standing Rock
reservation and managed to convince former President Obama to
halt construction. Their calls for
environmental justice were well
heard, although the pipeline was
unfortunately still built by the
Trump administration. Even early conservation movements were
not an ally to indigenous peoples; they created the National
Park System that contributed to
the displacement and forcible relocation of Native Americans.
Tribes across the nation are
pioneers of environmental solutions and are reconfiguring modern climate plans, emphasizing
the importance of community action, loyalty, and innovation. Native reserves are the “battlefront”
of sorts in these plans: their progressive strategies for climate
change mitigation put these
tribes light years ahead of most
other U.S. communities. The
Swiminosh tribe of Washington
recognized the threat of climate
change early and adopted a thorough climate action plan that includes shoreline restoration and
habitat healing, which 50 Native
American tribes nationwide now
follow. Tom Goldbooth, executive director of the Indigenous
Environmental Network (IEN),
stated that “If the people do not
understand the sacredness of
Mother Earth, I do not see how
we can develop any global plan
to stop the climate crisis.”
In the final article of my threepart Regional Focus series, I will
detail the pending and potential
legislation proposed by the indigenous climate justice movement and question whether the
damage to the environment in
indigenous communities is irreversible or not.
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U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ADOPTS GENDERNEUTRAL LANGUAGE IN RULES DOCUMENT
BY Nicholas Donnelan

T

he 117th Congress convened on January 4 to vote
on the adoption of a finalized set of rules. Much of the
content in the new rules package
is rather dense and focuses on a
set of conduct relating to processes such as initiating motions
and the protections of house
employees. However, the United
States House of Representatives
amended the text of the Rules of
the House to remove the document ’s gendered language. In
general, gendered terms can still
be used in the House. While on
the whole, gender inclusivity is
a good practice, some aspects of
these new rules move beyond inclusivity and almost push the restrictions into the realm of censorship.
There are two main components of these new rules about
gendered titles and descriptions.
The first is the renaming of titles
and occupations that traditionally include the words “man” or
“woman.” One such example is
the renaming of the Office of the
Whistleblower Ombudsman to
the Office of the Whistleblower Ombuds. Likewise, “seamen”
became “seafarers,” and “chair”
replaced “chairman.” This aspect
of the rule changes is positive
and is representative of what
seems to be a growing trend of
inclusion within the House. The
new rules stress not only gender
diversity but also ethnic diversity, with the creation of the Office of Diversity and Inclusion.
In American culture, hearing the
words Chairman and Congressman brings to mind an image of
a middle-aged man in a suit with

gleaming white teeth. Of course,
we know that the people who fill
the roles are, in actuality, more
representative of a wide range
of backgrounds and identities.
However, such suffixes as man
can subconsciously cause an association of these positions with
masculinity.
The second portion of these
gender-terminology rules is
where things become more outof-touch and, quite possibly, performative. Rule XXIII states,“a
member, delegate, or resident
commissioner may not retain the
relative of such individual in a
paid position.” Clause 8(c)(3)
of Rule XXIII defined “relative”
as “father, mother, son, daughter, brother, sister, uncle, aunt,
first cousin, nephew, niece, husband, wife” and more. Now, the
clause defines “relative” as “parent, child, sibling, parent ’s sibling, first cousin, sibling’s child,
spouse,” and more.
What sets these terms apart
from the occupation markers is
what they reflect. All of these
terms are descriptors of personal identities, and as such, focus
on portraying the specific person’s gender identity and relations. Unlike a position such as
chair of a committee, gendered
descriptors, especially when in
the context of relations, provide a level of detail that may
be needed in certain contexts.
Unlike with “seaman” or “chairman,” referring to someone as
a “mother” or “father” does not
have a negative connotation. A
mother refers to the female who
raised or gave birth to a child,
and a father much the same but
referring to a man. These terms

do not indicate hierarchy, nor
do they suggest one role is more
desirable than another. A person of any gender can be a chair
of a committee. To be a mother,
father, or brother, however, you
must fall into a specific category. It is that categorization that
allows us to be specific and descriptive when referring to others, especially when using terms
to denote relations.
What I believe to be the motivation behind such rules is to
try and dismantle preconceived
notions of what someone in a
position of power looks like or
identifies as. To do so is a very
noble cause, and is needed in a
time of extreme polarization.
It reminds us of the American spirit of advancement and
equality. However, gendered descriptors of familial relations,
quite frankly, do not impose
such ideas of gender hierarchy
or preconceived notions. It leads
me to question their motivations
for banning such descriptors.
My guess is that it was a failed
attempt at inclusivity, wherein
acceptance and understanding
nearly crossed a boundary into
censorship and overreach. The
words outlined above are not
used in discriminatory manners
and contain no hateful language
or connotation. To truly dismantle systems imposing patriarchal or matriarchal ideas, trivial and performative actions do
no good. In fact, it may continue
to only further the polarization
which has been going on in our
country.
It seems that much of the
overreach in language control is
the result of continuing hatred

between left and right. One decries the other as “radical, woke,
leftists” and the other as “uneducated, racist, tyrants.” The
cultural divide between these
groups widens, and many use it
as a leveraging tactic to enact
their power on the other. This,
in actuality, only causes more
hate between the two groups.
While not outright censorship,
such limits on language which
hold no negative connotation
seem to be an extreme move. To
quote the linguist and political
theorist, Noam Chomsky, “If we
don’t believe in freedom of expression for people we despise,
we don’t believe in it at all.”
At its core, our understanding of gender and leadership
are formed by our culture and
preconceived notions. But there
exists a fine line between promoting equality and enacting
undue censorship. To simply
not be allowed to refer to one’s
brother, mother, father, uncle,
or any other gendered relative
moves in a direction opposite
to understanding and inclusion.
It ignores cultural background,
personal identity, and many other factors that shape us as humans. It supposes that simply
adding gender to any aspect of
legislation would inevitably lead
to hatred and/or discrimination. In the halls and chambers
where the First Amendment was
championed since the dawn of
our nation, it is a bit disheartening to see the expression of
one’s personal identities, relations, and position in society be
frowned upon.

OUMUAMUA: SPACE JUNK, OR AVI LOEB’S
WAGER THAT WE’RE NOT ALONE?

Earth, within 16% of the Earthto-Sun distance. Further, it was
Canadian astronomer discovered a comet like no not the average, inconspicuous
other on October 19, 2017. asteroid floating through the
Generally speaking, discovering ether of space. Instead, it hapa comet is not an extraordinary pened to be a quarter of a mile
event. However, 1L/ 2017 U1, long, possibly ten times as long
colloquially dubbed “Oumua- as it is wide and was zipping
mua,” which means “a messen- onward at a scorching 196,000
ger from afar arriving first ” in miles per hour. To be more sucHawaiian, was a unique finding. cinct, Oumuamua was an oddly
As the Hawaiian phrase sug- energetic rotating baton.
gests, Oumuamua did not origIncessant enthusiasm in the asinate from familiar territory. In tronomical scientific community
fact, Oumuamua is “The first
known interstellar object pass- eventually led to theories that
aimed to explain the anomaly.
ing through the solar system.”
If the origins of this uncan- NASA suggests a rather jejune
ny visitor are not unsettling verdict: “Oumuamua is dense,
enough, consider Oumuamua’s composed of rock and possibly
shape and nature. It was on a metals, and has no water or ice.”
trajectory abnormally close to Similarly, since 2017, the stand-

BY DanielWaheed

A

ing theory has been that Oumuamua was a mere hunk of metal,
likely elongated due to its tight
trajectory around a substantive
star which exerted a remarkable

amount of gravitational force on
Oumuamua, ergo the stretched
out shape and the speed (due to
the gravitational boost from the
star).

shutterstock.com
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Loeb argues that human nature’s
self-centered mentality has poised
us to spurn the notion of alien life.
He also believes that an (unproven)
alien species would likely be “superior beings’’ who could enlighten
us and reveal “the meaning of life.”
What starts as a relatively pragmatic proposal (per the standards
of theoretical physicists) eventually evolves into a vexed manifesto, overly romanticized with the
facade of “exploring the implications of Oumuamua for science and
religion,” as the book’s promotional self-description states. Claiming that an unknown alien species
would both enlighten humans and
teach us our place is an obscene
point of view. In the off-chance
that aliens are real and intelligent,
should a future human interaction
with aliens entail submitting ourselves to aliens, our new de-facto
rulers, with who knows what ul-

terior motives? Instead, we should
diligently approach an alien civilization with cautious optimism to
learn more about them.
Moreover, in Extraterrestrial: The
First Sign of Intelligent Life Beyond Earth, Loeb makes the case
that alien life is possible and that
the disappearance of this understanding as a mainstream premise for the exploration of space
should be reversed—and of course,
it should. Expanding the human
horizon has always been at the
center of societal action. However, where Loeb gets it wrong is the
blind presumption that we should
willingly accept ourselves as inferior to the potential alien civilization
that may have once upon a time
used Oumuamua to explore space;
this philosophy is a pernicious approach.
Let’s look to the stars, not to false
prophets.

dren who suffer from exploitation.
According to the U.S. Department
of Justice, “No child is immune
to becoming a victim of child sex
trafficking, regardless of the child’s
race, age, socioeconomic status, or
location, and every child involved
in this form of commercial sexual
BY Theo Baker
ually transmitted diseases; infec- exploitation is a victim.”
Sexual slavery is not the sole form
tions and mutilations by dangerous
and unsanitary medical procedures; of human trafficking. According to
anuary, unbeknownst to most,
malnourishment; addictions from the International Labour Organiis Human Trafficking Prevencoerced drug uses; extreme psycho- zation, maritime human trafficking,
tion and Awareness Month.
logical trauma; and signs of phys- coupled with forced labor on land,
Most people have a vague underical abuse, especially in the lower affects almost 21 million people.
standing of modern-day slavery as
back, where victims are beaten to Exact estimates are hard to pina miserable but abstract social issue
avoid damaging their outward ap- point, however, due to the difficulsupposedly limited to third world
pearance. Victims also have signifi- ty in reporting and tracking down
countries. Therefore, the primary
cant vision impairment from being forced labor. Ian Urbina, the Pulitdifficulty in addressing this global
kept and raped in dark, unsanitary zer-winning investigative journalist
problem is that people fail to comconditions. Even those who sur- and author of the groundbreaking
prehend its extent.
vive and escape human trafficking The Outlaw Ocean, is an expert on
According to the Insitute of Huwill often suffer for the rest of their forced labor on the seas. According
man Labour, 40.3 million people
lives because of their external and to Urbina, “Nowhere is the probhave been victims of human traflem more pronounced than… in
internal wounds.
ficking. In fact, more than 20 milVictims face the immense pres- the South China Sea, especially in
lion people are trafficked at any givsure of physical and emotional the Thai fishing fleet, which faces
en time. That number is more than
abuse yet are conditioned to dis- an annual shortage of about 50,000
50 times higher than the number of
trust the authorities and anyone mariners, based on United Nations
yearly homicides. Homeless youth
other than their traffickers. The estimates.” Every year, traffickers
(who are disproportionately queer),
trauma and danger of these situa- fill those empty slots by luring mithose with mental health issues,
tions make human trafficking pros- grants, mostly from Cambodia and
and recent migrants are particularly
ecution notoriously difficult. De- Myanmar, across the border, “only
at risk.
spite the under-reporting, the 2019 [for them] to become so-called sea
The most often discussed form
U.S. National Human Trafficking slaves in floating labor camps.”
of human trafficking — though far
Life on the boats is brutal. In a
Hotline dealt with a staggering
from the only or the most preva22,326 individual trafficking vic- 2009 survey of 50 Cambodian men
lent — is sexual exploitation, pretims and survivors. These survivors and boys sold to Thai fishing boats,
dominantly of women and young
are from diverse demographics and 29 said they witnessed their capgirls. Despite common stereotypes
ethnic backgrounds and represent tain or other officers kill a workof violent kidnappings by strange
“only a fraction of the actual prob- er. “Often they are beaten for the
men, most of these women – who
lem,” according to the Polaris Proj- smallest transgressions,” writes Urcomprise an estimated five million
ect, a non-governmental organiza- bina, before emphasizing that beyearly cases of human trafficking
tion that uses data to illuminate the cause these victims are essentially
– are sold into slavery by intimate
ramifications of human trafficking. “ghosts” to the Thai government –
partners or even family. In 30% of
Though 20% of worldwide vic- with no documentation, ability to
the countries whose estimates diftims are children, in select regions speak the language, or even ability
ferentiate the gender of traffickers,
of Western Africa and the Mekong to swim – tracking down the probthe highest proportion of traffickDelta, that number is as high as lem is next to impossible. The overing is women selling fellow women
nearly 100%. Traffickers use a vari- all effect of this is that government
into slavery.
ety of manipulative tactics to coerce intervention is rare.
The disgusting conditions and
The misinformation surrounding
vulnerable children into their conextreme abuse that women suffer
trol. Often, traffickers will use offers trafficking impedes the progress
as they are exploited for commerof food, clothes, attention, friend- human rights activists and lawyers
cial sex is unfathomable and revoltship, or love to gain trust and thus initiate. In the summer of 2020,
ing. The U.S. Department of Justice
control. Another common tactic is #SaveTheChildren on Facebook
identifies a list of common health
to isolate victims from their friends received a deluge of posts quoting
issues victims of human trafficking
and families. Important to note is misleading and false statistics and
experience. The issues include sexthat it is not just vulnerable chil- information about child traffick-

ing in America. Facebook eventually removed the posts, which
were co-opted by QAnon groups
exploiting natural desires to safeguard children. This misinformation has drawn millions to false
conspiracy theories like the one
that led an armed man to invade a
Washington DC pizza shop, looking for what the internet told him
was a child-sex-trafficking ring run
by Hilary Clinton. The proliferation of QAnon into the mainstream
through the exploitation of child
trafficking has made good-faith
actors into inadvertent conspiracy
theorists. Moreover, human trafficking professionals have had to
spend resources combating thousands of calls plagued by misinformation, such as stories about Wayfair selling children as cabinets.
It may feel uncomfortable to confront the sheer horror that some
people live day-to-day in 2021 and
cope with the fact that people of
your age are subjected to treatment
that strips human dignity. Yet, it’s
our duty to the world to help confront this issue. Reading this article is nowhere near enough – 1000
words could never encapsulate the
suffering of tens of millions. I implore you to pick up The Outlaw
Ocean or even The Dead Eye and
the Deep Blue Sea, a graphic memoir of modern slavery, to educate
yourself further on human trafficking’s pervasive effects.

ater, however, more interesting Oumuamua theories became popular that contested
its purpose. To address the elephant
in the solar system, several hypotheses were made that Oumuamua
could be from an alien civilization.
The sheer oddity of Oumuamua intrigued Israeli-American theoretical physicist and Harvard science
professor Avi Loeb, who is an avid
proponent of the alien theory. Loeb
suggested that the comet wasn’t
really a comet. After all, the aberration, being the first object in the
solar system from interstellar space,
was shrouded in mystery as it did
not originate from a place humans
know of.
Avi Loeb entered the limelight
in early January 2021 after announcing his book Extraterrestrial:
The First Sign of Intelligent Life
Beyond Earth. This book not only
revives the theory that Oumuamua
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is from an alien civilization and it
is more than a hunk of metal but
also explores the abstract and existential implications of aliens. Loeb
proposes that the comet could be
a “reflective light sail made by extraterrestrial life,” which essentially propels a spaceship forward by
capturing the momentum of photons from light, a technology that
researchers are experimenting with
and developing on Earth. Granted,
there was no spaceship detected,
and this purported “sail” was likely retired by the alien civilization.
The second argument Loeb makes
is that we, as humans, are inherently arrogant and self-destructive and
that alien life would relegate us to
our rightful, humble position.
Though Loeb makes a coherent
and fascinating argument when
strictly focusing on Oumuamua’s
origin and purpose, his rebuke on
human society is less engaging.
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